MASTER'S IN ECONOMICS AT DUKE

M.A. in Economics
Ph.D. Prep; Careers in Applied Econ, Data Analytics, Finance

M.A. in Analytical Political Economy
Joint with Political Science

M.S. in Economics & Computation
Joint with Computer Science

WHY DUKE ECON?

HISTORY OF SUCCESS

• 263 students placed in top PhD programs since 2012—#1 in the U.S.
• Alums now tenure-track faculty: Yale (4), Penn (2), Chicago, Duke, Columbia, Texas, Bowdoin, Wake Forest, USC, NYU, & many more
• Consistent non-academic placement: Amazon, Ernst & Young, FB, Fed Reserve, Google, McKinsey, Uber, UN, World Bank

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSEWORK

• Students have flexibility to tailor to their specific interest and can take Ph.D. Econ classes.
• Alums have gone on in many fields: Econ, PolicSci, CompSci, Stats, Finance, PubPolicy, Health, Environment, Marketing, Law, Accounting, & more

INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

• Opportunities for all students to work closely with faculty and get involved in research
• Most students also have RA and/or TA experiences
• Individual advisors
• Alumni mentors in academia and industry

Need- and merit-based tuition reductions available

Interested? Register for a Zoom info session

Wednesday, Oct 28, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 17, 2 p.m.

Duke Economics aims to provide an inclusive & welcoming environment for students of all backgrounds, especially those historically under-represented in economics.

Questions? Contact patrick.bayer@duke.edu
Visit our website for more information

Located in vibrant, diverse Durham, N.C.